There is reported an experiment al study of t he acc uracy, reproducibility , a nd general operating chara cteri st ics of t he I\oppers-Hinckley-Podbi elniak apparatus and Analytical Method L. M. 2.1.1.7 (or 2.1.1.9) of the Office of Rubb er R eserv e for the determi nation of co njugated d ienes in h ydroca rbon mixt ures. Physical equilibria a nd ph ysico-chemical behavior of t he analytical system a re discussed , acc uracy a nd r eprodu cibili ty a re evalu ated , a nd cer tain operat ing precau t ions are given.
INTRODUCTION
The experimental study of the KoppersHinckley-Podbielniak apparatus and Analytical M ethod L . M . 2.l.l.7 (or 2.l.l.9 ) of the Office of Rubber R eserve (hereinafter desi gnated RuR ) was conducted early in 1945, and most of the information obtained was submit ted for discussion on F ebruary 15 and 16, 1945, at M eeting No.9 of th e Committee on Butadi en e Specification and Methods of Analysis, Office of Rubber R eserve, and r eleased in the minu tes of that mee ting, pages 23 to 48 .
Since this time additional information h as b een obtained, and a practical estimation of the usefulness of the apparatus and the degree of reliabili ty of the m ethod has b een made. This es timation is given essentially in the condensed conclusions, placed ahead of th e account of the experiments to serve r eaders whose time and inter est may be limited.
The original and th e additional observations are collected h er e for th e convenient r eference of those who use this apparatus and method, or depend upon its results. Th e m ethod itself was designed for the determination of 1-3 butadien e in specifica tion grad es of thi s substance used for th e manufacturing of syn th etic rubb er. It is b ased upon th e rapid and quantitative absorp tion of conjugated dienes in molten maleic anhy dride at approxiDetermination of Conjugated Dienes mately 100 0 O. The oth er consti tuents of th e sample that dissolve abundantly in the maleic reagent are freed from physical solu tion by displacement with a stream of air-free carbon dioxide. Th e volumes of the initial sample and of the r esidue are compared to es tablish th e total impurity , and the balance is r eported as conjugated dien es, or, if knowledge of the sample permi ts, as 1-3 butadiene.
II. Condensed Conclusions
The practical conclusion reach ed after an experimental study of the Koppers-Hinckley-Podbielniak apparatus and RuR method L. M . 2.l.1.7 (or 2.1.1.9 ) is essentially this: The apparatus and m ethod give satisfactory results for th e det ermination of 1,3-butadien e in specificationgrade butadiene, but results obtained with mixtures of lesser purity are not always satisfactory .
This conclusion may b e furth er qualified by stating the obvious fact that the determination of 1,3-butadiene will no t be satisfactory in th e case of mixtures containing significant amounts of 0 5 or Os hydrocarbons until an adequ ate method for th e det ermination and possibly th e r emoval of the interferin g compounds has b een developed . Only th en can a satisfactory correction b e made for their presence, and wi th ou t this correction th e determination of butadien e carries wi th it th e uncertainty attached to the determination of the interfering h eavier compounds.
The conclusion stated in the first paragraph is in no disagreem ent with th e claims of Hinckley, who has repeatedly stated that th e apparatus was intended for the determination of conjugated dienes in specification-grade b utfLdien e. The application of the apparatus and m ethod to mixtures of lesser purity was obviously intended by the Office of Rubber Reserve, however, since the burette supplied is capable of m easuring 110 percen t of impurity in the sample, and the stated scop e of th e method RuR (L. M. 2.1.1.7 or L. M . 2. 1.1.9), includes "recycle-grade butadien e" and "butadiene in any concentration in C4 and lighter mixtures." The desire to extend the scope of the method to samples of purity less than specification grade has complicated the analytical picture, and th e extent of this complication may be about as follows:
1. In th e approximate range 95 to 85 per cen t butadiene, reproducibilities ranging from ± 0.01 to ± 0.4 percent of the whole sample have been observed under prescrib ed operating conditions. Larger variations ha ve occasionally b een observed. In this range agreement with the mass spectrometer may be as good as ± 0.2 to ± 0.4 percent, but greater variance has b een observed . 2. In the approximate range 15 to 2 percent butadiene, reproducibilities of fLbout ± 0.4 p ercen t may be expected , but wider variations have been observed. Agreement within 2.0 percent of results obtained by the mass spectrometer may be expected. From the practical viewpoint, these conclusions are important: , 1;: Several d eterminations of conjugated dien es in every sample must b e made in order to establish the proper behavior of the apparatus with resp ect to reproducibility. 2. Samples of different composition cannot be run successively through the apparatus without upsetting equilibrium in the maleic absorber to an extent so gr eat that the time lost in establishing the required n ew equilibrium is excessive. In the end, efficient operation of th e analytical laboratory demands one apparatus for each kind of sample analyzed .
3. The Koppers-Hinckley-Podbiclniak apparatus examined presented a serious h ealth hazard by liberating harmful amounts of m er cury vapor 436 into the laboratory air. (The design has r ecently b een modified in the attempt to eliminate this hazard. *)
III. Genera l Pla n of Experimental Study
The general physico-chemical beha vior of the absorption system was studied principally by m eans of analyses of inlet and outlet gases. These analyses were made by the mass sp ectrometer. For each of several mixtures of different compositions, reproducibility was m easured in su ch a way that any change of composition on sampling was eliminated from the m easurem ent . Accuracy was estimated by comparison with the mass spectrometer and the freezing point method.
Several modifications of the maleic reagent wer e studied. The effects of rate of flow, composition of r eagent, and change of composition of samples were observed. General operating characteristics were no ted, and some suggestions for modification of apparatus and procedure were derived .
IV. Physical Equilibria ,,in the KoppersHinckley Appc:natus
In the volumetric determination of conjugated dienes by r eaction with maleic anhydride or similar r eagents, large errors may be caused by the solution of various constituents of the gas sample, which do no t themselves r eact. The essential feature of the Hinckley apparatus is the provision for displacing dissolved gases from the reagent used to remove conjugated dienes. This displacem ent is effected by a stream of carbon dioxide (sufficiently air-free), which deliver s the portion of the sample that does not react through a strong solution of potassium hydroxide to a burette wher e
• This report was prepared late in 1945. Since its preparation t here have been advanced two variations of the methods here cited. One of these is the Shell-Torrance Modification t hat employs a second buret for the measurement of residue, as suggested in this report. The other modification is number 10 in the progression of t hc RuR L . M. 2.Ll.-Series. L . M . 2.1.1.10 employs a modifi ed CO, absorber and notes two changes of procedure: (I) Excess stopcock lubricant is removed by a benzene flusb; (2) 40 m! of fresh KOH is introduced at the top of the buret for measuring residues at the beginning of each analysis. HinCkley has offered a few observations to indicate that these changes have made it possible to attain a reproducibility of ±0.2 percent instead of the ±O.4 percent noted above. However, no such claim is made in the description of eith~r of t he two newer modifications of L. M. 2.1.1.7 or L. M. 2.1.1.9. There is no cbange of sufficient significance in tbe modified physical-chemical picture offercd by L. M . 2.1.1.10 to tempt the prediction tbat a reproducibility of ±0. 2 percent would be generally real ized in the alternate analysis of samples of widely varying composition, without eq uilibration between analyses. Of the two modifications, that advanced by SbellJl'orrance is bascd on sounder physical principles in regard to eliminating tbe error of a sbifting saturation pressure with respect to water vapor in the residue, a matter discusS<'Q in the body of the present rcport.
it is collected over the solution of potassium hydroxide.
The equilibria with r esp ect to dissol ved gases within this apparatus arc accordingly pertinent aside from the chemical r eaction, since they considerably determine not only tho degree of accuracy achieved but also directly set the operating r equirem ents with respect to obtaining n ecessary blanks-a very practical consideration from the viewpoint of total time required. Approximately, the following physical picture may b e expected within the apparatus:
1. A fresh dose of maleic anhydride and a new charge of potassium hydroxide solu t ion are pomed into the ir allotted compartments. Carbon dioxide is th: n put through th e apparatus un til the entrained air is almost completely displaced and th e resid ue shows an accumulation of gas over the potassium hydroxide no greater th an 0.01 ml pel' 30 minutes. At this time the condition of th e two r eagen ts is about as follows :
(a) The maleic anhydride is approximately saturated with respect to carbon dioxide and probably con tains very little dissolved ail'.
(b) The po tass ium h ydroxide solution contains dissolved air, which has no t been displaced by the carbon dioxide. (Even when pure carbon dioxide is absorbed by a solution of po tass ium hydroxide, a r esidual minute bubble always remains following the complete absorption of CO2, providing the solution con tains any dissolved air, which it always does unless the air has b een carefully removed. This occm s because air is displaced to the gas phase dming th e absorption and eventual disappearance of the bubbles of CO2.) 2. Next a measured sample of the hy(:lTocarbon mixtme is pushed through the maleic anhydride by the continued stream of carbon dioxide, and the unreacted r esidue is in turn pushed through Lhe CO2 :;tbsorbel' and collected over the potassium hydroxide in the burette. The residu e is collected until its volume remains constant, which is the momen t designated for its meaS LU"ement. At this time, the condition of th e two reagen ts is abou t as follows:
(a) The m aleic anhydride contains som e dissolved h ydrocarbons th at have not yet been completely displaced by th e carbo n dioxide, and the residue is correspondigly too small.
(b) The potassium hydroxide contains dissolved hydrocarbon s, which in t urn have displaced som e Determination of Conjugated Dienes air to th e coll ected res idu e. ' Since the hyd rocarbons are more soluble than air, the r esidue is too small by this difference. The po tassium hy droxide is no t yet in equilibrium with the hydrocarbon s delivered as residue.
(c) The potass ium hy droxide is mixed with pctassium carbonate, and the solution now has a differen t vapor pressm e.
These conditions, givpn in (2a) and (7.b) above, have been illustrated experimentallv:
(2a) The presence of dissolved hydrocarbon s in the maleic anhydride was shown as follows:
After 11 analyses of a sample containing about 15 percen t of 1 ,3-bu tadien e, a blank was obtained by purging with CO2 • This required abou t 7 hours. At th e end of 3% hours, 0.75 ml of residue had been collected. The ana lysis of thi s residue by mass spectrometer was: approach to accuracy) it appears important to capture the reading at its maximum. The condition given in (2c) above introduces another error. The continual conversion of the potassium hydroxide to the carbonate, with a consequont increase of the saturation pressure of the solution, imposes the condition that no two gas volumes taken successively are compuTable with respect to the pressure of water vapor. The measurement of the residue is converted (by means of a chart) for the change of the saturation pressure of the solution of potassium hydroxide with changing temperature ; but this measurement still remains in error by an amount corresponding to the difference between the saturation pressure of the hydroxide and t hat of th e varying mixtures of hydroxide and carbonate over which the residue is collected. This may amount to as much as 2 percent, depending upon volume of residue, con centration of carbonate, and temperature. The error may be corrected if the saturation pressures are known , but such a corre«tion involves knowledge of the composition of the solution as well us the temperature. A similar cuse was studied in the Van Slyke Manometric Apparatus. l Such an error is easily eliminated by designing the apparatus to permit measurement of the volumes to be compared in a separate burette where saturation with water alone is possible. 2 A simple experiment illustrates the combined effect of the error of solubility of the gaseous residue in the confining liquid and the change of the saturation pressure of this liquid. Large residues were collected and measured, and thereafter portions (J to 5 ml) of fresh potassium hydroxide solution were admitted through the top cock of the burette. The diminishing volumes of the residues are given below: 
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The rate of obtaining essential equilibrium between hydrocarbon residue and the "potassium hydroxide solution" will depend upon the composition of the residue, degree and length of contact between residue and solll tion, temperature and composition of the solution, pressure of the residue, and such matters. A small amount of residue leaves a long column of solution relatively isolated in the burette; a large volume may nearly empty the burette and discharge the solution to the absorber where the mechanics of flow will speed the approach to equilibrium.
The effect of these partial equilibria may appear during the initial analyses with fresh maleic anhydride and fresh potassium hydroxide. The first residues were too small, because of the absorption of butenes and other hydrocarbons. The indicated purities were correspondingly high at first.
With the same maleic reagent, but fresh KOH solution, these results were next)btained : From the above analyses it will be noted that: 1. A change in composition of the sample makes it n ecessary to set up a n ew equilibrium in t he reagents b efore reproducibility is attained.
2. If this chan ge in composi tion is not gr eat, t wo or three analyses may establish the required n ew equilibrium.
3. If the change in composition is considerable, fiv e or more analyses may be required to set up th e r equisite n ew equilibrium.
4. In going from a sample of r elative high purity to one of lower purity, the initial analyses of the second sample will indicate too high a purity. Th e r everse effect is obtained by proceeding in the opposite direction . This is a natural consequ en ce of the changes in physical equilibria previou sly discussed .
5. Freedom from thc error caused by a changing vapor pressure of water with a change of composition of the system KOR + K 2C 0 3 + H 20 is established in this exp eriment by the r eproduci bility attained at the end of earh series of analyses, and the further fact that the final analyses of the second series of P-6 yielded the sam e valu es as the final analyses of the the fu·st series of analyses of this sample, whereas the apparent amount of conjugated dien e would hav e progressively decreased in the second series had the vapor pressure of the absorbing solution b een progressively rising by a significant amount. The change in vapor pressure, however , would in time have introdu ced a large error. The solution should n ever be used until expended, but rather discarded at about half its lIseful life.
v. Physico-Chemical Equilibria in the Koppers-Hinckley Apparatus
The n et ch emical and physical beh avior of the absorption processes in the Hinckley apparatus may b e conveniently studied tlll"ough analyses of both the original sample and the r esidue after absorption. Such analyses may be made with the mass sp ectrometer. Since th e volume of bo th sample and residue for the Hin ckley analyses arc known , th e volume of each compon en t presen t in both sample and residue may be compu ted from their analyses. These data indicate how mu ch of each componen t was correctly or incorrectly r etained in th e maleic absorber and confinin g fluid and how 440 mu ch of each was correctly or incorrectly delivered to t h e r esidu e. A balance sheet composed from th ese data discloses at a glance how matters stand and offers a basis for correctin g the yolumetric analysis on the assumption that th e analyses of bo th residue and original sample by the mass sp ectrometer are correct.
In some of the cases cxamined, these two analyses appeared to b e consistent in most respects, and the volumetric determination of conjugated dien es can b e brought into satisfactory agreement with the Ol·jginal analysis of the sample by the mass sp ectrometer if corrected in the manner indica ted by the balance sh eet. In some cases, however , more of one component may appear in the residu e than existed in the original sample. This embarrassing excess must h ave been gen erated or contributed by either th e mass sp ectrometer or th e Kopp ers-Hinckley apparatus (or both) ; and because th e source of this excess is not positively known its presence must for the moment be termed a minor miracle. However , it is possible to explain the excessive amounts of these components if we assum e that: 1. No ch emical or physical pro cess within the Hinckley apparatus yielded the excess product, and, 2. the mass spectrometer is capable of yielding a b etter analysis of the impurities io a sample of 1,3-butadiene if the impurities are concentrated in a r esidu e and this r esidue is analyzed. Thus the interferen ce offer ed by large amounts of 1,3-butadiene is eliminated.
The latter assumption is certainly straightforward. The soundn ess of the first assumption depends primarily on the physical behavior of the Hinckley absorbers. There are times when it is apparent that equilibrium has not been attain ed ; but it is equally true that definite enough equilibrium can be establish ed and main tained, and a long series of results obtained wi th separate portions of a single sample of uniform composition will assure this fac t. At such times, the too abundant appearance of a component in the r esidu e may indicate the n eed to correct the composition of the original sample as m eas ured by th r mass spectrometer , by m eans of the mass spectrometer·'s analysis of the r esiduf'. This ass umes th at the maleic reagent has itself made no con tribution to the residue through ch emical reaction; and this assumption appears r easonable to organic ('hemist~. 1. Equilibrium in the Analyses of Specification.
grade Butadiene
The use of specification-grade samples permits comparison with th e results obtained by the freezing point method, and this furni shes more data for the estimation of the accuracy of the Koppers-Hinckley method as relates to this particular grade of sample. For this r eason, and because the apparatus was specifically designed for th e analysis of tIns particular grade of butacliene, these analyses have been selected to study th e physico· chemical equilibrium by the use of the spectrometer.
. In th e case of the sa mples examined, the com· pounds present in excess wer e primarily butenes. It does not appear likely that these were manufactured in th e Hinckley apparatus, n,nd the physical equilibria were so well ad ju sted that no sudden surge of bu ta nes can be suspected . The residues were taken for analysis by the mass s pectrom eter after a blank had been obtained and after five to eight analyses agreeing to ± 0.01 percent hn,d been made to establish satisfactory equilibrium in the Hinckley apparatus. Under these circumstances, the ftnalyses of the residue by mass spec trometer would r easonably seem nearer to the true composition with re pect to butenes than was tIle analysis of th e original sample by mass spectrometer. If this is tru e, the mass spectrometer can be corrected by the mass spectrometer.
The data are tab ulated in table 1. Column 2 gives the analysis of the residue by mass spectrometer , and column 3 gives the corresponding volumes of each component computed from the known volume of the residue and its composition. Column 4 gives the amo unts of each component in the original sample of 100 mI. (The valu es are the same as the mole percents reported by the mass spectrometer). Columns 5 and 6 give, respectively, the amounts of each component correctly and incorrectly retained by the maleic reagent. Amounts appen,ring in column 6, therefore , represent plus corrections to be made to th e measured residue. Columns 7 and 8 give the amounts of each compon ent that were present in the r esidue, again correctly and incorrectly; column 8, therefore, represents a list of minus corrections to be applied to th e m easured residlle. Column 9 notes t he amounts of any components Determination of Conjugated Dienes fo und in the residue th at were not in the originn l sample. -------------. 015 __ __ __ 0.015 Note: If the dimer is not removed fro m original sample, the Hinckley analysis will be in error (unlcss corrccted), but it cannot be said [rom thc chemical viewpoint t hat the dimer is hincorrectly retained" by tho maleic an h ydride.
The balance sheet for each sample may be briefly considered.
In the case of sample 55-15, no significant amount of l ,3-butadiene was found in the residue. A trace of l,2-butadiene not found in the original sample is reported in the residue-but the amount is not significant. Of the 0.05 ml of propylene found in the sample, 0.04 ml appeared correctly in the residue, leaving 0.01 ml incorrectly retained in the maleic reagent. (Actually , this is not a significant difference but is mentioned to illustrate the method of computing.) Of the 1.48 ml of I-butene reported in the sample, only 0.70 ml was found in the residue, indicating 0.78 ml as incorrectly retained in the maleic reagent. On the other hand, of the 0.58 ml of 2-butene reported in the sample 1.56 ' ml bobs up in the residue, an excess of 0.98, which is listed in column 8. This picture with respect to the butenes appears out of line. I t seems more plausible to consider the butenes as a group rather than individually, and this certainly gives a cleaner analysis. Computed on this basis, there remains 0.20 ml of total butenes in excess of the amount present in the sample. If 2.26 is accepted as a better value for total butenes in the original sample than the 2.06 reported, the corrected value, 97.62, agrees exactly with the value obtained by the freezing point. Continuing as before, only 0.01 ml of the original 0.03 ml of n-butane appears in the residue, and no significant amount of the original 0.04 ml of dimer appears in the residue. The latter is, of course, to be expected and should be corrected. Ignoring the butenes as individuals, this leaves a balance of 0.07 ml plus correction and no minus correction. The residue measured was 2.31; the correct residue is 2.38; and the 1,3-butadiene, correspondingly corrected, is 97.62. Thus the freezing point, mass spectrometer, and method L. M. 2.1.1.7 can be brought into extraordinary agreement.
In the case of sample 5-14, a total of 0.32 ml of butenes, propylene, and l ,2-butadiene appears in the residue in excess of the amounts reported for the sample. The original analysis by mass spectrometer gives a corrected value of 97.83 p ercent of l ,3-bu tadiene. The volumetric analysis corrected for components incorrectly retained in the maleic anhydride yields the value 97.80. But the freezing point value is 97.98.
The balance sheet for sample 11-20 gives closer agreement . Corrected for the more modest excess of 0.17 ml of total butenes, the original mass spectrometer value becomes 98.45. The volumetric value, corrected for 0.06 ml incorrectly retained in the maleic reagent, becomes 98.43. The freezing point gave 98.48.
The results from sample 86-2 are not so satisfactory . Originally there was fine agreement between the three methods ; but a large correction for components incorrectly retained in the maleic reagent lowers the volumetric value to 97.84 . There is also a minor excess of 0.09 ml, which lowers the mass spectrometer value to 97.88. The freezing point remains frozen at 91.99 :
In the case of sample 55-17, the balance sheot shows no significant amount of any compound in the residue not originally present in the sample. Some of the butene fraction originally present did not appear in the residue, and the Hinckley result can thus be corrected from 98.53 to 98.38 p ercent. The analysis of the original sample by the mass spectrometer was 98.30. There was no measurement of the freezing point.
The original and corrected data are tabulated in table 2. Columns 2, 3, and 4 give the original values obtained by the freezing point, mass spectrometer, and volumetric (L . M . 2.1.1.7) methods, respectively . Column 5 gives the volumetric value corrected by the mass spectrometer in the manner just described. Column 6 gives the mass spectrometer value correc ted by the combined Hinckley-mass spectrometer procedure, also ju st described. If we arbitrarily consider differences of less than 0.1 percent as agreements, we find the following s uch agreements in th e first four samples reported: These comparisons do not seem to provide sufficient reason for purchasing a Koppers-Hinckley apparatus to correct a mass spectrometer, or a mass spectrometer to correct a Koppers-Hinckley apparatus, or either to correct a freezing point. They do suggest a more reali tic attitude with regard to analytical tolerances.
Determination of Conjugated Dienes 2 . Effect of the Amount of Diamylamine Inhibitor in the Maleic Anhydride
Amounts of diamylamine varying from 1 to 7 percent have been recommended . The three concentrations favored by various laboratories were tested: 1 percent, 2 percent and 7 percent. The original ampoules of maleic anhydride supplied with the apparatus (supposedly official) contained 50 g of the reagent. This amount was first used, but afterward it was increased to 65 g (Hinckley's recommendation). A sample containing approximately 96 percent of 1,3-butadiene was used throughout these measurements. It was selected because it contained 1,2-butadiene and apparently the majority of the "difficult" components (styrene excepted). The sample and residues wer e analyzed by the mass spectrometer , and these analytical data, together with the analyses by th e Hinckley method , are shown in table 3. This table is arranged in the same manner as the previous tabulated balances, except that the volumes (in ml) of each component found in the residue appear in a single column. Tb e algebraic signs indicate corrections .
The data show notable amounts of 1,3-butadiene escaping the maleic reagent that con tains only 1 percen t of diamylamine; and this error was larger with 50 g of reagent than with 65 g of reagent. R esults with the reagent containing 7 p ercent of diamylamin e are too confused to m ean anytb in g. Ther e wer e large amoun ts of almost all of the compon ents present in the r esidu e that wer e not found in the original sample. Check observations yielded the same story, and an analysis of the "blank" , or gases collected after this series of analyses and during the subsequent continued passage of carbon dioxide through the reagent, again showed the presence of components not originally in the sample. A long series of analyses yielded no satisfactory reproducibility, and the 7-percent variant was accordingly discarded along with the 1 percent. The r eagent with 2 p ercen t of diamylamine did not give a perfect p erformance, but there were no greatly embarrassing excesses, and the results could be coordinated with those of th e mass spectrometer. The H in ckley analysis, corr ected by m eans of th e mass sp ectrometer, gave the r esult: 95.62 percent conjugated clienesa very satisfactory agreement.
Ju st how the " inhibitor" functions is not entirely known. The analyses indicate that less I,2-butydiene is r etained by t h e r eagent containing 2 p ercent of th e inhibi tor than is r etained by the I-per cent variant ; bu t th e 7-percen t vmiant yielded no I ,2-bu tadien e to the residu e. Instead, an embarrassing increase in both butanes and butcn es is no ted . ' Whatever th e chemical picture, it seems that th e changc in surface tension of the maleic solu tion with addition of t he diamylamine inhibi tor r esults in the forma tion of smaller bubbles of ascending gas and tha t the 2-per cent varian t is more suitable in this r esp ect than the 1 percen t. H er ein m ay lie i ts real contribution. Oth er analyses r eported h erein, including those of section V, 1, were done with 65 g of the maleic anhydride con tain ing 2 percen t of diamylaminc. spectl'om-I pOllf? nt In • Sh ould not have been in t he resid uc. b A ll of the component should have been delivered to t he residue, but the a mou nt represented by the d ifference between the total origin ally present and h a t fou nd in t he resid ue was incorrectly retained in the absorption system . o More of the componen t was found in t he resinue than was fo und in th e ori, ina! sample. ('['he excess is th e difference between th e two.)
T A BL E 3. Effec t of the diamy lamine inhibitor
--1 ----1 -----1 . ----1 ----1 . ----------1 ----1 ----1 ---- Percent Percent
---------------------
l' cl1 ten es ______________________ ----.. --------------.. .1 .. --------------------
. Effect of Rate of Flow of the Sample Through the Maleic Absorber
The rate of flow specified is 35 cc of carbon dioxide sweeping gas per minute. Four rates were tried : 10, 35, 80, and 100 cc/minute. Analyses of the r esidu e by the mass spectrometer are t abulated below: From these data i t may be concluded tha t 35 cc p el' minute is a v ery safe rate for the sweeping gas. Indeed , were it not for the fact that fritted disks such as are used to break up the gas stream entering the absorber vary somewhat in their performan ce, it would be well to increase the r ecommended rate and so shorten the time r equired for a det ermina tion. (An analysis at the 10 cc/min rate r equired over an hour; that at the r ecomm ended 30 cc/min r equired 22 minutes ; but th e one made at 80 cc/min took only 10 minutes) . However , th e safe r ate should be determined for each fritted disk used if any departure from th e instructions is con templated.
VI. Accuracy and Reproducibility
The a ccuracy obtained in analy zing specification-grade butadiene can be estimated by comparison with the results ob tain ed by th e mass spectrometer and t he freezing-poin t method . These have been previously noted (table 1) and indicate that a value ± O.2 percent of the whole may be expected. No good estimation of accuracy can b e made for samples of lesser purity.
When the apparatus is operating corr ectly, the reproducibility to be expected with each type of sample may be given as follows: Typical anslyses illustrating the attainable reproducibility have already been given in previous sections of this rcport. Others follow to supplement t he range of composition not prcviously cover ed. 14. 9 RLT. 14. 5 RLT. 14. 2 RLT .
14. a When the sample number is followed by a letter, the sample was taken into the Hinckley sampler, and samples with the same letter are of the same composition . 'l'hus, the lettered samples give a measure of the reproducibility of the analytical pl·ocedure. Sa mples identified by number only are drawn individually from t he cylinder into the measurin g pipette of the apparatus. Thus, any cbange in composition upon sampling which intrudes into the analytical picture may be estimated by comparing groups of different letters, or samples identified by nu mber only, once the reproducibility of the analytical method is measured.
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VII. Notes on the Operating Characteristics of the Koppers-Hinckley-Podbielniak Apparatus
Occasional Erratic Behavior
Even the best of all possible apparatus will sometimes indulge in the perversity practiced by inanimate objects, and the present apparatus is no exception. The following experiment, which started as a series of analyses, to illustrate the vagaries of sampling, disclosed more than was originally intended. The initial conditions were as listed below.
The apparatus was working correctly in all visible respects. The maleic reagent had been used for nine analyses, (five of a sample containing about 2 percent of conjugated dienes and four of a sample containing about 96 percent of conjugated dien es,) and had given reproducible results in both cases . A fresh solution of potassium hydroxide had been put into the absorber burette. A blank had been obtained . The analysis of sample BB-574, Phillips Hydro-carbon Mixture No . 6, was then undertaken . The cylinder was connected to the measuring pipette of the apparatus by means of a 120-degree stopcock and nitrometer tubing. This arrangement permitted flushing the sampling line with mercury from the pipette and with gas from the cylinder . This is what happened : 2. The position of the cylinder was then reversed, and with valve at bottom "samplin g from the :liquid phase," 9 an alyses yield th e These r esults are worth a moment's r eflection. Series 1 was not exp ected to ch eck series 2, although closer agreement was expected within each series. Series 3 was then made to show wheth er the divergence of individual r esults was caused by sampling or by the performance of th e analy tical apparatus. Apparently the divergence could no t b e blamed upon sampling, for series 3 indicated that the appara tu s was no t yielding reproducible results. The cause was not apparent. Opera tion was normal in all r esp ects except that the normal operating back pressure had increased from 7 to 9 psi, which is well within the limit set by the mercury r eli ef seaL The joints were examined and appeared to b e well lubricated . They ,~ere wiggled about with no apparen t ch ange. The joints were then tes ted for leaks by soap solution, and no leaks wer e detected . These tes ts were r ep eated several times, and nothing was found out of order.
Determination of Conjugated Dienes
The solution of potassium hy droxid e was rplaced, and during. the run for a blank the bac k pressure s uddenly rose to the point of blowing th e r elief seaL The joints were disconnected a nd all lin es found free, but the maleic-filled absorber \vas plugged. The maleic reagent could not b e wi thdrawn from the bottom of the absorber even when vacuum was applied. It was withdrawn from the top, and a solid plug below the sintered plate was removed by dissolving in acetone. The absorber was cleaned with acetone, dried by a current of air, and a fresh charge of the maleic reagent put into it. The lines were again connected, a blank was obtained, and analyses of the same sample res umed . This time the following r esults were obtained :
4. With th e inver ted cylinder (valve at bo ttom) three separate lo ts were taken into th e Hinckley sampler . These a nalyses yielded the valu es The results of series 4 to 7, inclusive, may now be compared. Series 4 shows the apparatus giving a pleasing reproducibility. The individual results of each lot, A, B, and C, are in excellent agreement with themselves. Lot A differs from the other two by 0.15 percent, and this difference may be tentatively assigned to the vagary of the sampling procedure. The following series 5 was intended to estimate the extent of chance change of composition during sampling. Differences were found, the largest variation being 0.4 percent. Series 6 was designed to tic back to series 4, to show that the analytical apparatus was still per-'forming in a trustworthy manner. Since series 6, lot C, came from the same sampler as series 4, lot C, the apparatus was yielding consistent re-448 suIts. Therefore, the divergence observed in series 5 may be tentatively assigned to the vagary of the sampling procedure. Series 7 was designed to explore this vagary further. The procedures used were the same as employed for series 5. The analyses in this series show both divergence and close agreement depending on the part of the list selected.
Although the data obtained indicate that sampling is erratic (a subject to be mentioned briefly at the end of this report), the immediate problem is with respect to the erratic behavior of the Koppers-Hinckley-Podbielniak apparatus itself. Except for a difference of 2 psi in operating pressure, which was not at first considered significant, there was no outward or visible difference in operation of the analytical apparatus throughout the entire series, 1 to 7 inclusive. There was no reason for the analyst to believe that the apparatus was not giving good results at first, except that the results themselves were not as consistent as he supposed they should be. Until series 3, there was no positive evidence that the apparatus was giving poor analyses. Except for the change in back pressure, the actual operating characteristics, in so far as one could perceive, were the same for both serie 3 and 4. Series 5 complicates the problem by introducing a different order of reproducibility than that obtained by each individual lot of series 4. Faced with such data, the analyst does not know how to measure the performance of the apparatus even in terms of reproducibility of the results obtained, unless he always uses the Hinckley sampler and perjorms many analyses jor each sample examined. His problem, then, becomes essentially one of finding the time to do a decent analysis of all samples submitted to him.
The importance of employing a sample container capable of delivering at least five successive portions of the same composition for analysis cannot be too greatly stressed. The foregoing experiment shows that the performance of the apparatus with respect to reproducibility cannot be measured otherwise, and that this performance must be measured if the operator is to have any assurance of just where he is.
Further experience with the apparatus indicated that an increasing back-pressure was often accompanied by poor reproducibility. If the restriction occurred in the maleic-filled absorber, this was always the case. Evidently the reagent is spoiled by excessive water vapor or some of the heavier hydrocarbons. This may happen frequently, and when it does the warning of the pressure gage is usually the only indication of trouble, for the appearance of the reagent is not enough for a diagnosis. In itself, this warning is inadequate. Hence, an actual measure of reproducibility must be retained. Unfortunately there seems to be no tendency on the part of RuR users to hold to this essential.
. Introduction of the Sample into the Apparatus
Since there are two methods for jntroducing the sample they should be considered separately.
(1) The first method (which we greatly prefer) involves the use of the special sampling tube supplied wHh the apparatus . This tube is convected to the mercury sump of the apparatus by means of an interchangeable grinding. Interposed between the femaJe grinding sealed to the sump and the male grinding sealed to the sample tube is a male-female grinding drilled with appropriate holes. The intermediate grinding may be rotated with respect to either of the other two, and the grindillg on the sampling t'ube may be rotated with respect to the intermediate grinding. All of the necessary connections can thus be achieved.
This system is not conventional and is therefore mildly confusing at first glance. The written explanation of its operation, while perfectly clear, is apt to leave one's eyes and hands in some doubt during the initi3ll experience. Actually, the system is perfectly simple, and its operation is easy enough. It could be taught, by demonstration, to nontechnical personnel.
After going through the necessary motions two or three times, the operation of this sampler is not only simple, but it offers a cODvenient service. Where there is any doubt about change of composition on sampling from a cylinder under pressure-and this doubt must always exist for many types of samples until it can be demonstrated that separation does not occur with each type of sample-the sampler ca,n be used to estabHsh reproducibility to the extent of four to six samples of the same composition. Thus it may be possible to withdraw one lot of say four samples from a cylinder, make four determinations in good agreement, and then withdraw a second lot of four samples whose analyses are again in agreement Determ.ination of Conjugated Dienes with themselves but not necessarily in agreement with the first lot.
The Hincldey sampler may be used in three ways:
1. If it can be flushed with sample and thereafter connected to the apparatus, the procedure is imple enough. However, specific directions should be given to insure complete flushing and such directions would involve a measurement of displacing gas in terms of volume or of time at a measured rate of flow. The latter combination is preferable since it fixes at least vaguely the reproducibility of the sampling.
2. It can be filled with mercury which the sample will later displace. (In this event, a 120-degree cock should be connected to the inlet to permit flushing of the sampling line with mercury from the sampler and with gas from the cylinder or source of sample, and a tee hould be connected to a mercury seal of somewhat over barometric height.) 3. It can be evacuated prior to filling with sample. In case thi is done, the ample should be supplied at such a rate that no excessively reduced pressure occurs in the sampling line.
The second method of sampling is to connect the source directly to the apparatus with the sampler displaced by a topcock key. Again the 120-degree cock appended to the system will permit flushing the sampling line first with mercury from the apparatus and then with sample from its source. This cock amounts to a necessity in so far as we are concerned. The operations are simple. The procedure of sampling directly into the apparatus is poor, since a separation of the sample en route to the apparatus may alter its composition.
3 . Venting
When the sample for analysis has been transferred from the Hincldey sampler under some pressure to the measuring pipette, a necessary step in the actual measurement of this sample is to turn the sampler to connect the pipette to the mercury sump, which is vented to the atmosphere through a small hole at the front of the sump. If the three bores involved become plugged with lubricant when the grindings are turned to make the necessary connections, the amount of sample is not known. A slightly generous u e of the very viscous lubricant sup-plied with t.his apparatus, combined with the pressure exerted downward by the weight of mercury within the sampler (which tends to cause the lubricant to exude), has actually produced plugs of lubricant that interfere with measurement of the sample. When this happens, there is no decisive way of knowing it. Usually when the sample is properly vented, there are one or more indications that venting has actually occurred: a bead of mercury may be blown from the bores; the rush of excess sample into the sump is audible; the presence of excess sample in the atmosphere can be detected by its distressing odor. Sometimes no one of these three portents are perceived. A side tube projecting from the vent hole, to which is affixed a short length of smallish diameter rubber tubing terminating in a short length of glass tube which dips just under the surface of the water in the jacket surrounding the measuring pipette, is very helpful. Then, if excess pressure is relieved, it is positively indicated by escaping bubbles. If no bubbles appear, the operator knows that the connection is plugged; or if water is drawn into the tube, the operator knows that excess pressure was never achieved upon drawing the sample into the measuring pipette. (This has happened when the mercury levels in the leveling bulbs belie the fact. )
Errors caused by failure to vent are interesting, because they can travel to the right or left of center (speaking graphically). Thus, if . excess pressure is not vented to atmosphere the sample will be too large by an indeterminate amount, the consequent residue too large, and the corresponding purity too low. But if excess pressure has not been achieved in sampling, one of four conditions may be obtained.
1. If the bores are plugged , the sample is too small by an indeterminate amount and the purity is correspondingly too high.
2. If the bore is not plugged and the sump happens to be filled with air when the pipette is connected thereto, the residue will be too large by the amount of air drawn into the pipette, and the purity correspondingly too low.
3. If the bore is not plugged and the sump is filled essentially with carbon dioxide, which represents the usual operating condition afteT the fiTst analysis for the day, the sample will be diluted with carbon dioxide and will be correspondingly too small, with a purity correspondingly too high.
4. Finally, if the sump is filled with carbon dioxide that contains any appreciable amount of the previous sample, the purity obtained may be either high or low, depending upon the proportion of sample in the sump and its composition with respect to the composition of the sample to b e analyzed.
The connection to the ,vater bath could eliminate these uncertainties.
Detection of Leaks
The instruction manual supplied with this apparatus states: "Leaks will b e troublesome unless great care is taken to have a tight system. Careful greasing of stopcocks and joints and tight connections are necessary." This is quite true.
There are two procedures ordinarily used to detect and guard against leaks. The first, and perhaps the most generally used, procedure is based upon the optimistic assumption that there are no leaks. When this procedure is used, leaks are detected by inducti ve reasoning. Thus the analyst may proceed from result to result until it becomes apparent that results do not check and he suspects, finally, that something has happened to the apparatus. For the present this procedure is presumably to be used with method L. M . 2.1.1.7. To a certain extent, this is inescapable, for leaks may occur at any time during the course of any analysis. At any rate, once the leak is suspected it should be detected and repaired and not simply repaired by completely reassembling the apparatus in the hope that this time it went together tightly.
The second procedure is to test for leakage prior to use, during use, and after use, if anything important is involved. This assumes that if the analysis is done at all there was some good reason for it. This procedure has so much to recomm end it to those who want correct answers that it in turn is strongly recommended for inclusion in L. M. 2.1.1.7. The question, then, is what test or tests can be employed?
If the apparatus is assembled without reagents, pressure can be applied to unbalance the mercury seal between the KOH-filled absorber and the outlet of the maleic-filled absorber. A return of the mercury up the capillary tube then indicates leakage. But to apply this test, the apparatus must be dry and free of reagent. The test is according-ly costly in time and effort and is hardly the thing to use during a series of analyses.
With the maleic r eagent in the absorber no leak test based upon a ch ange in pressure seems possible, since notable interference may b e expected from absorption or desorption. A bypass across th e maleic absorber would permit testing of the glass-to-m etal spherical joints, which are the most apt to give trouble. Certainly a suitable leak test should be devised for use during actual operation, or for use b etween analyses with all r eagents in place. And this test should b e made with th e apparatus under operating pressure, not under r educed pressure.
Mercury Hazard
The Koppers-Hincldey-Podbielniak apparatus presents a poten tial mercury h azard. The air about the apparatus was examined with ·Woodson's optical mercllTY vapor detector (a General Electric instrumen t). Normal operation will usually deposit enough mercury on the various h eated surfaces of the Koppers-Hinckley-Podbielnink unit to furnish concen tr ations of m ercury vapor in air around the apparatus greater than 250 !Jf6/m 3. The allowable limi t, according to th e National Institute of Heal th , is 100 jJ.g/m3. Notable amounts of mercury h ave been found excr eted in the urine of several workers exposed to 20 jJ.g/m3.
When th e heated surface of th e Kopp ers-Hinckley-Podbiclniak apparatus were cleaned and mercury k ep t from th em , the concen tr ation even tually dropp ed to about 50 jJ.g/m 3 . However , th e cleaned surfaces do not r epresen t average laboratory conditions. The apparatus cannot be operated with out occasionally depositing som e mercury on the ho t spo ts.
VIII. Notes on Sampling
It has lon g been known th at special procedures are required to capture a true sample of the confined liquid phase of a two (or more) component system boiling below atmosph eric temperature at existing atmospheric pressure (and not azeotrop ic). The procedures may be outlined:
1. The liqu id phase is made homogeneous. 2. A sufficient portion of th e liquid phase is isolated from tb e bu lk of the mixture, without a
